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There are very few times in the American experience when we’re reminded that domestic military
bases are essentially large campuses. Training, administrative and housing facilities for those who
would defend our lives, both from disaster in this country and threats abroad. These sprawling
facilities have large armories, but most personnel aren’t John Wayne-ing around with

Entrance To Fort Hood Army Base

 weapons at the ready.  Army psychiatrist Major Nidal Hasan shot at least 43
individuals Thursday in a Fort Hood, Texas facility for soldiers readying to
deploy overseas. Men and women occupied with focusing on the mission
ahead and putting family and the comforts of home into a locked

compartment of their minds for an 18 month or more tour. What this trained caregiver did, at it’s very
essence, was open fire on a group of people no more prepared for a firefight than the students  in
the Columbine, Colorado, or Virginia Tech campus shootings were.

The eyewitness accounts claim that Hasan was heard to shout “Allahu Akbar,” which is Arabic for
“God is Great.” I’m not going to write from emotion here, because even the most detached, rational
part of me knows that the God I worship is great, but He doesn’t have to shoot anybody to prove it. I
often wonder if God is more harsh on people who invoke his name to justify doing evil, heinous acts.
Hasan’s humanity is frail, but he can prop himself up on a god- figure whom he believes asks him to
kill fellow humans, children of the same God. People are stupid, and my fervent hope is that one day
Hasan stands before God and hears as much.

You may not believe that any good could possibly come out of this horrible, despicable act of
inhumanity. I don’t either, but there is one thing that gives me the least little reassurance. Nidal Malik
Hasan failed miserably. In every other shooting rampage that this country has witnessed the
inflamed gunmen has turned on himself in the end. They’ve all claimed media martyrhood in death.
Hasan is clinging to life as I write this. The bastard coward’s death is too good for him and now
Nidal has to look families of the dead soldiers  in the eye. God is great and may He deal with
Hasan’s soul as He would, mercy or not.
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